Power Quality Improvement Using Dynamic Voltage Restorer with Hysteresis Voltage Control Technique for Power Distribution System
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Abstract —Power quality is one of a main factor in present time. It has become important, with the introduction of power electronics devices, whose performance is very sensitive to the quality of power supply. Power quality problem is disturbance of voltage, current or frequency that results in a failure of end use equipment. One of the major problem here is the voltage sag. Sensitive industrial loads and utility distribution networks all suffer from various types of outages and service interruptions which may result in a significant financial loss. To improve the power quality, custom power devices are used. The device described in this work is DVR. This work presents the analysis and simulation of a Dynamic Voltage Restorer using MATLAB and hysteresis voltage control technique is used for the control purpose. The role of DVR to compensate load voltage is investigated during the different fault conditions like voltage sag, single line to ground, double line to ground faults.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Power Quality has become an important issue for electricity consumers at all levels of usage. The Power quality is “the provision of voltages and system design so that the user of electric Power can utilize electric energy from the distribution system successfully without interference or interruption”. The development of power electronic based equipment has a significant impact on quality of electric power supply. Distribution system locates the end of power system and is connected to the customer directly, so the power quality mainly depends on distribution system. The reason behind this is that the electrical distribution network failures account for about 90% of the average customer interruptions. In the earlier days, the major focus for power system reliability was on generation and transmission only as these more capital cost is involved in these. In addition their insufficiency can cause widespread catastrophic consequences for both society and its environment. But now a day’s distribution systems have more concern on reliability assessment.

Initially for the improvement of power quality or reliability of the system FACTS devices like STATCOM, SSSC, IPFC, UPFC etc. are introduced. These FACTS devices are designed for the transmission system. But now a day major concern is on the distribution system for the improvement of power quality, these devices are modified and known as custom power devices. The main custom power devices which are used in distribution system for power quality improvement are DSTATCOM, DVR, and AF etc. In this paper from the above custom power devices, DVR is used with Hysteresis voltage control strategy for improvement in the distribution system. Here voltage sag is examined. Also using Hysteresis voltage control scheme, voltage sag condition is eliminated by injecting voltage through injection transformer [1].

Compared to all other custom power devices DVR compensate the voltage dip, voltage swell, it can additionally include different features for example power factor correction and harmonics elimination. Also, it has capacity to manage the active power flow, its application includes lower cost, smaller size and fast dynamic response to the disturbance [2].

DVR has several advantages over other custom power devices described as below.

- DVR is the most efficient and effective modern custom power device used in power distribution network.[3]
- DVR is more minor in size and expenses less compared with the DSTATCOM.
- Other reasons include that the DVR has a higher energy capacity and lower costs compared to the SMES (Super-conducting Magnetic Energy Storage) device.
- DVR costs less compared to the UPS.
SVC has no ability to control active power flow.

II. DYNAMIC VOLTAGE RESTORER

Among the power quality problems like sag, swell, harmonic etc., voltage sag is the most severe disturbances in the distribution system. To overcome these problems the concept of custom power devices is introduced lately. One of those devices is the Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR), which is the most efficient and effective modern custom power device used in power distribution networks.

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of DVR

Fig. 1 shows system configuration of a DVR. The DVR mainly consists of the following components: Injection transformer, DC charging unit, Storage Devices, Voltage Source Converter (VSC), Harmonic filter, Control and Protection System. All these listed components are briefly discussed below.

- **Injection Transformer**: Three single phase transformers are connected in series with the distribution feeder to couple the VSC (at the lower voltage level) to the higher distribution voltage level. It links the DVR system to the distribution network via the HV-windings and transforms and couples the injected compensating voltages generated by the voltage source converters to the incoming supply voltage. In addition, the Injection transformer also serves the purpose of isolating the load from the DVR system (VSC and control mechanism).

- **DC charging unit**: The dc charging circuit is used after sag compensation event the energy source is charged again through dc charging unit. It is also used to maintain dc link voltage at the nominal dc link voltage.

- **Voltage Source Converter (VSC)**: A VSC is a power electronic system consists of a storage device and switching devices, which can generate a sinusoidal voltage at any required frequency, magnitude, and phase angle. It could be a 3 phase 3 wire VSC or 3 phase - 4 wire VSC. Either a conventional two level converter or a three level converter is used. For DVR application, the VSC is used to momentarily replace the supply voltage or to generate the part of the supply voltage which is absent. There are four main types of switching devices: Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFET), Gate Turn-Off thyristors (GTO), Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT), and Integrated Gate Commutated thyristors (IGCT). Each type has its own benefits and drawbacks. The IGCT is a recent compact device with enhanced performance and consistency that allows building VSC with very large power ratings. The function of storage devices is to supply the required energy to the VSC via a dc link for the generation of injected voltages. The different kinds of energy storage devices are Superconductive magnetic energy storage (SMES), batteries and capacitance [4].

- **Control and Protection**: A controller is also used for the proper operation of the DVR system. Load voltage is Sensed and passed through a sequence analyzer. The magnitude of load voltage is compared with reference voltage. Pulse width modulated (PWM) control technique is applied for inverter switching so as to generate a three phase 50 Hz sinusoidal voltage at the load terminals[5]. Chopping frequency is set aside in the range of a few KHz. PI controller is used with the IGBT inverter to maintain 1 p.u. voltage at the load terminals. An advantage of a proportional plus integral controller is that its integral term causes the steady-state error to be zero for a step input. Output from the controller block is in the form of an angle $\delta$ that is used to
establish an additional phase-lag/lead in the three-phase voltages. Differential current protection of the transformer, or short circuit current on the customer load side are only two examples of protection functions possibility.

### III. DVR CONTROL STRATEGY

A dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) is a custom power device using the device to improve the voltage sag condition. During the faulty condition the controller have key role to measure the difference between the actual source voltage and the load voltage and compensate the difference between this two signal by using the storage unit or from the DC side after filter. The basic implementation of hysteresis control is based on deriving the switching signals from the comparison of the voltage or current error with a fixed tolerance band [5]. This control is based on the comparison of the actual phase voltage or current with the tolerance band around the reference voltage or current associated with that phase [6].

- **Hysteresis Voltage Control Technique:**

  Hysteresis Band Voltage control is used to control load voltage and determine switching signals for inverter switches. Fig.7 shows a full bridge inverter connected in series with a sensitive load. The inverter may be controlled in PWM methods.

**Fig. 2: Structure of DVR with hysteresis voltage control technique**

This control method have two bands are to be consider the one is above and second is under the reference voltage. When the difference are to be consider between the reference and inverter voltage reaches to the upper or lower limit, at that particular time period the voltage is forced to decrease or increase as shown in Fig 8. In this method, the following relation is applied where HB and fc are Hysteresis band and switching frequency, respectively [7].

\[
T_1 + T_2 = T_c = 1/fc.
\]

**Fig. 3: Output voltage with lower and higher bands**

The HB that has inverse proportional relation with switching frequency is defined as the Difference between VH and VL (HB=VH-VL). The reference three-phase voltage signals generated is compared by the three-phase DVR output voltages to generate the switching pluses of the IGBT switches of thyristors.
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS OF DVR

The simulation parameter are shown below in the table-1. The closed loop simulation of DVR using hysteresis voltage control technique is shown below in fig-4. Various results of the Simulink model of DVR are shown in below fig-5, fig-6, fig-7, fig-8.figure-5 describes the output voltage with the voltage sag due to the 3- phase balanced fault. Figure-6 describes the output voltage after compensating the voltage sag. Figure-7 describes the line to line voltage with voltage sag. Figure-8 describes the output line to line voltage after compensating the voltage sag.

Table-1: Simulation parameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VOLAGE SOURCE</td>
<td>3-PHASE</td>
<td>13 KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFORMER 1</td>
<td>STEP UP(Y-Δ)</td>
<td>13 KV-115 KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFORMER 2</td>
<td>STEP DOWN(Δ-Y)</td>
<td>115 KV-11 KV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE IMPEDENCE</td>
<td>SERIES RLC</td>
<td>R=1 Ω, L=1 mh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAULT</td>
<td>3-PHASE BALANCED</td>
<td>R=0.66 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD</td>
<td>THREE PHASE RL</td>
<td>1 KW EACH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4: Simulink model of DVR with Hysteresis voltage control technique
Fig. 5: Simulation results of output voltage with sag

Fig. 6: Simulation result of output voltage after compensating voltage sag

Fig. 7: Simulation result of supply line to line voltage with voltage sag
Fig. 8: Simulation result of output line to line voltage after compensating voltage sag

V. CONCLUSION

Transmission line system having problems with power quality like voltage sag is examined. To improve the power quality the DVR is introduced to system and the required voltage during fault condition is injected through the injection transformer of DVR by using hysteresis voltage control technique.
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